SNAKEBUSTERS, AND THE CUSTOM MADE
PRESENTATION FOR GOLF CLUBS
and act exactly the same as the “normal ones” and unless
you can open the snake’s mouth, hold it open, get hold of a
magnifying glass and know what to look for, then you’d
never know the difference.
But, these snakes are harmless.
Hence, there’s ABSOLUTELY NO RISK to the handler or
the viewers, which is one reason why it’s possible to get up
close in complete safety.
This also gets over the hurdle of when a golf club wants to
bring in a “deadly snake talk”, but doesn’t want the “risks”.
Snakebusters is the only “hands on” snake education outfit
in Australia with these snakes and there are many other
unique features, services and extras, that make
Snakebusters the snake presenters of choice.

For further details about the tailormade Snakebusters golf club
presentations, pricing, availability
and so on, please phone us on:
0412 777 211.
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It had to happen.
Snakebusters now do a snake presentation especially for
golfers!
Every year, Melbourne’s famous “Snakebusters” removes
deadly snakes from golf courses or houses that adjoin them.
It’s really no surprise as the bushy corners, swamps and
lakes all make prime snake habitat.
In this age of public liability and associated risks, more and
more golf course managers have been asking for Raymond
Hoser and Snakebusters to come back to their golf clubs
and do his sought after talks on snakes for them and their
members.
After all, no golfer wants to get bitten by a snake!
And yes, the live snake shows are always as hit!
Nothing pulls a crowd like a snake show and so they also
are great for dinners and fundraisers as well.
And no snake show pulls a crowd like Raymond Hoser and
the Snakebusters team.
We have all the deadly snakes from Melbourne that everyone
loves to see, including Blacks, Browns, Tigers,
Copperheads, Death Adders, Taipans and so on. We are
the best, most experienced handlers in the business,
remember we wrote and published the book “Australian
Reptiles and Frogs” way back in 1989, which is still everyone
else’s “Bible” on snakes … and not only that, Snakebusters
are the best entertainers.
We handle snakes so that the audience sees snakes like
no one else can.
Usually (and unless asked otherwise) we also bring in the
big harmless varieties like Carpet Snakes so that the
audience can get “Hands on” with large snakes and lizards
and cuddle up to them if they want.
We even have a professional photographer to take photos
of people with snakes so that they can treasure the
experience for ever.
While for agricultural shows and expos we tend to do the
famous snakes in a pit set up, for golf clubs we tend to do
things differently.
Most of our golf club talks are in the evenings, which is
when the club members are not at work and can come with
their families.
Typically they are held in the club rooms and Raymond
does his presentation from a stage or some other fairly “close
up” situation.
Raymond will go through the various kinds, how to tell them
apart and all the latest advice in terms of where they live,
avoiding them, snakebite and so on.
He’ll also bring in the same kinds of snake that you’ll see in
your particular golf course.
In fact the Snakebusters talk is the one time you’ll be able
to get up close to these critters in complete safety!
Put another way, nothing beats a Snakebusters show.
In this age of public liability risks, OH and S, and insurance
headaches, Snakebusters offer the unique alternative of
using “venomoid” snakes if requested to do so and as a
trend we’ll do this anyway because frankly, no one (including
other snake experts) can tell the difference!
By the way, “venomoid snakes” are ones that have had
their venom glands surgically removed. The snakes look

